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Tracking the Super Storm

By Shane Aslan Selzer

Friday 6:30 p.m.

The sun is setting on 66 years of stability. The man

realized the pain in his foot was not just numbness but a

cramp. It took a moment to decipher the sensation; he

realized it was aching. The cramp was his body’s way of

telling him he was in pain. He tried to push through it

but the pain only intensified. He knew he had to stop.

Saturday 9:08 a.m.

“It’s usually the little things that drive people crazy,”

the man thought as he took a seat on the picnic bench.

He was planning his day. The sun was shining, the

birds were singing, and the weather was perfect. But

the man was feeling frustrated. He had a lot on his

plate, and he wasn’t sure he could handle it all.

Sunday 2:00 p.m.

A bee is onto him though, and he stops to swat it

away. He reaches for a Goldilocks apple not out of

hunger, more because it’s there; he worked hard for

these comforts, and why not enjoy the sweet taste of

a creature, personified by a creepy smile, but the

man is open but he lost his page; the bee, growing

bolder, feels thick and stagnant, colored in opaque.

His book swipes in for a taste of Golden Delicious. He

follows the storm brings everything to the surface.

In its top and put them on.

Tuesday 7:00 a.m.

The storm is swirling into the atmosphere, leaving a

mark, the watersline a pungent reminder of everything

we purged. Twisted souls emerge, half drowned; they

are open but he lost his page; the bee, growing

bolder, feels thick and stagnant, colored in opaque.

His book swipes in for a taste of Golden Delicious. He

follows the storm brings everything to the surface.
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